THE BIG CAT TIMES

Select Big Cat Rescue as your
designated charity at:
http://smile.amazon.com/
For every purchase you make
using this portal a donation
will be made to the big cats.
It’s a free and easy way to
give without any extra cost!

WINDSONG MEMORIAL HOSPITAL NEARS COMPLETION
We are absolutely thrilled to announce that the Windsong Memorial Hospital is
nearly complete. The two story, 16 x 40 foot building has been constructed and
power has been hooked up. The lower level is outfitted with scrubable walls,
stainless steel cabinetry, and a wash sink for surgery. Thanks to a group of very
generous supporters the lower level is also furnished with state of the art equipment
that will allow us to provide the best veterinary care possible to all of the cats.
Funds to acquire a powerful x-ray unit as well as a matching grant towards the
construction of the new building were donated by Sarah and Bruce McWilliams. A
custom surgery table that is specifically designed to handle the size and weight of
our biggest cats was donated by the Vanessa Fernandez Thomas and Family. The MacLean family sponsored the purchase
of blood analysis machines, a centrifuge, surgery lights, a dental surgery table and a warming device for sedated animals.
Cutting edge monitoring equipment was donated by Midmark Animal Health. And finally, a grant from the Fields-GordonGalley Private Foundation will allow us to purchase a dental x-ray unit as well as an all in one dental surgery unit.

Photos by Jamie Veronica unless noted.

As of now there is a small amount of finishing work to be completed on the upper level. The upper level will house an office
for our volunteer veterinarians as well as a viewing window where observers can watch procedures below through a plexiglass

BIG CAT RESCUE HAS NEW TOUR TIMES
Reservations are now required for all tours.
Call 1-888-316-5875 or go online at: zerve.com/bigcatrescue
Day Tour: Mon, Tue, Wed & Fri 3 PM, Sat & Sun 10 AM & 3 PM
Kids Tour: Sat & Sun 12 PM
Feeding Tour: Wed, Fri & Sat 9 AM
Keeper Tour: Sat & Sun 10 AM
Save trees and the big cats money. Receive The Big Cat

GO PAPERLESS Times via email sign up at: http://tinyurl.com/m2mgylg

:CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED
Big Cat Rescue
12802 Easy Street
Tampa, FL 33625
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window in the ceiling.

The Windsong Memorial Hospital mid construction

too big for these machines
to give a good result. The
closest place that has x-ray
machines, powerful enough
to use, means a 5 hour
round trip to the University of
Florida in Gainesville. When
cats are ill or in many cases
just as old as ours are, that
trip can be very stressful
and in some cases life
threatening.
Transporting
animals also come with risks
that could affect the public. A
traffic accident could result
in a big cat being released
putting the public in danger.

This whole project
started
because
many of our cats are
too big to go to local
veterinary clinics for
x-rays. Pet vets have
x-ray tables that can
handle some of the
largest dogs, but our
smallest tigers are far

Dr. Wynn and Jamie Veronica x-ray Nakita the tiger

When the McWilliams offered to fund the
machine last year we were so excited, but
it turns out that a machine large enough to
do the job wouldn’t fit in any of our existing
buildings and requires 3 phase power,
which wasn’t available to us. That turned
into a marathon of constructing the building,
locating electricians who could work with
3 phase power via a special generator,
and obtaining all of the county and state
approvals needed to bring the Windsong
Memorial Hospital from the misty world
of our imagination to its nearly completed
stage today. This was made possible
thanks to the McWilliams’ matching grant
Intern and artist Julia Doane and wonderful donors who pitched in from
presents BCR Founder Carole all around the globe.
Baskin with an original oil painting
of Windsong the bobcat that started
Big Cat Rescue and namesake of
the new hospital

In order to be able to provide a full range
of services to our cats on site we have

composed a wish
list of remaining
items needed for
the new Windsong
Memorial Hospital
at the website
below. On behalf of
the cats we would
like to sincerely
thank
everyone
who has made this
project a reality!

bigcatrescue.org/cat-hospital-wishlist/

VET CARE REPORT
Big Cat Rescue is very lucky to have
two dedicated volunteer veterinarians
who make it their mission to ensure
that each and every cat receives the
best care possible. Here we would like
to share with you some of their most
recent cases and success stories.

Skipper loves to eat, so when he
was suddenly uninterested in food
his keepers became alarmed. Upon
examination it was found that not
only had Skipper become badly
constipated again, but that he also
ruptured his colon straining which
leaked fecal material into his abdomen.
This caused his abdomen to become
septic.

SKIPPER LYNX
SURVIVES SEPTIC
ABDOMEN
Skipper, an 8 year old male
Canada lynx, was rescued
in 2013 along with Gilligan
another Canada lynx, Mr.
Howell, Lovey and Mary Ann
the bobcats and Ginger the
serval. The group referred
to as Gilligan’s crew were
rescued from an abandoned facility in
Kansas. They along with 2 cougars
and a tiger were left to die with no
water or food.
Skipper was the bravest of the cats
and the first to explore his new home
once he arrived at Big Cat Rescue.
He now lives in an enclosure next to

Dr. Boorstein surgically removed
the blockage and flushed Skipper’s
abdomen thoroughly.
While the
surgery went well, the prognosis was
poor. A septic abdomen is a very
serious and often fatal condition.
Because of his surgical incision Skipper
had to spend 4 weeks recovering
indoors. Thanks to the efforts of the
veterinarians, staff, and volunteers
Skipper was patiently nursed back to
health over the next month.
It has been 2 months since his surgery
and Skipper is doing great. He is on
a maintenance dose of special oil
that helps lubricate his intestines and
colon making it easier for him to pass
feces. Skipper is a very lucky boy and
beat the odds.

Gilligan and both have air conditioned
cave dens in which they can escape
the hot Florida summers.
A few months after his rescue Skipper
became constipated, so badly that he
needed to be sedated and manually
deobstipated. In this procedure a
veterinarian removes feces with the
assistance of repeated enemas.
The procedure was successful and
Skipper was returned to his enclosure.
Several months passed with no further
incident.
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DUAL SURGERIES FOR
ZEUS THE TIGER
Zeus is one of our most recently
rescued tigers.
He was rescued
along with Kimba and Keisha from a
backyard collection of exotic pets in
New York. His cramped cage had no
soft earth to walk on, only large, sharp
rocks. His water was old and dirty, and
he had not eaten in quite some time.
He was emaciated. In addition he had
suffered from an eye injury resulting
in a luxated lens which had been left
untreated for more than a year.

We arranged for eye specialist Dr.
Miller to visit Zeus upon his arrival. She
agreed that he required treatment, but
feared that due to his poor physical
condition he would not survive being
sedated.
Zeus would spend the next few months
getting eye drops in his affected eye
several times a day. His new balanced
diet would help him regain his strength
and once he was in better health he
would be sedated for an exam.

eye. The ulcer was repaired and Zeus
was again put on a strict regimen of
medicated eye drops.

sized mass in her reproductive tract.
Because of the mass’ location it was
easily removed by spaying her.

So far he seems much more
comfortable, however, if he has
problem with his eye again we
will have to consider removing it.
This will blind him as his “good”
eye has little to no vision.
It was a good thing that Zeus loves
treats. Because of this his keepers
were able to lure him into his feeding
lock out 2-3 times a day where he
was given meat snacks on the end of
a stick while the eye medication was
dropped into his eye from above.
Six months after his arrival Zeus was
sedated for his eye exam. He was
neutered at the same time. In New
York he lived next door to Keisha and
after their arrival at Big Cat Rescue
it became quite clear the two had a
thing for one another. Neutering Zeus
would allow us to reunite him with
Keisha.

In the meantime he and Keisha
were introduced. At first the two
did not trust one another. Keisha
started off on a bad “paw” by
ambushing Zeus. She loves to
play and thought he might like to as

well. Because of his limited vision he
was spooked and then became very
untrusting of Keisha. There was never
any big fight between the two. A few
roars, and a couple of good slaps, but
those quickly subsided. Zeus and
Keisha are now a happy couple and
will benefit from each other’s company.

25 YEAR OLD SERVAL
GETS SPAYED
During the eye exam, Dr. Miller
discovered that the eye with the
luxated lens actually had more vision
than his “good” eye. We thought that
the luxated lens had been causing
discomfort and that is why Zeus teared
and squinted, but it turned out that
there was also an ulcer on the “bad”

Arizona the serval will turn 26 years
old this April. She has been at Big Cat
Rescue since 1997.
Recently Arizona started feeling
ill. She was vomiting as well as not
defecating. These two symptoms
combined usually indicate there is
some sort of blockage prohibiting food
from being able to pass through.
She was taken to the Humane Society
of Tampa Bay where volunteer
veterinarian Dr. Boorstein examined
her. He found that she had a golf ball

The surgery was successful and
after a few weeks recovering in the
Cat Hospital she was returned to her
enclosure.
During her stay in the on site Cat
Hospital she was entertained with
daily enrichment which included the
Cat
Sitter
DVD.
This
compilation
of
video
clips
geared
towards
the
interests of a
cat is one of
our go to enrichment strategies for
cats that are cooped up indoors. The
video features squirrels, birds, fish,
lizards, and other fun animals that
cats love to stalk. It is amazing to see
the cats in the Cat Hospital become
mesmerized with this video.

It has been 2 months since her
surgery and Arizona has returned to
her normal hissy, spitty, self.
Photos from beginning of article; Skipper,
Dr. Boorstein operates on Skipper, Dr. Wynn
examines Skipper, Zeus, Keisha looks down
on Zeus on their first day together, Dr. Wynn
adjusts Zeus’ anesthesia, Dr. Boorstein
neuters Zeus, while Dr. Miller operates on his
eye, Keisha and Zeus, Arizona, Dr. Bard and
Dr. Boorstein examine Arizona while techs
Talma and Ashley prepare her for surgery, the
mass removed from Arizona, Arizona watches
the Cat Sitter DVD in the Cat Hospital
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UPDATE ON ARIEL THE BOBCAT
Ariel was taken from the wild shen she was just a
kitten. She was thought to be orphaned.

danger it may be best to give
the animal plenty of space
and observe from afar. The
baby animal may call out for
its mother repeatedly. The
mother will only come and
collect her young if she feels
completely safe so staying
out of sight is very important.

she was too imprinted on humans to be a candidate
for release.

However, some times when wildlife appear to be
orphaned there is usally a fearful mother that slinked
away at the approach of humans. In other cases the
mother may have left her young to find food. Bobcat
mothers in particular will
Bobcat kittens this age
leave their kittens for long You can see a video of
start to explore away
from the den.
periods of time in order to a bobcat kitten that was
separated
from
his
mother
hunt.
calling out to her until she rescues him at our website
It’s common to see baby here;
wild animals outside during
http://tinyurl.com/oudnopb
spring, as a new generation
makes its way into the world. Unfortunately for Ariel she was not relinquished to
If the situation permits and the proper authorities when she was found. Instead
the baby animal is not in she was raised as a pet for 4 years. Because of this

In accordance with regulations Big Cat Rescue
took Ariel in and attempted to re-wild her. While
she proved to be a successful hunter, her non-fear
of humans persisted. She will walk right up to her
keepers and follow them when they come to feed
her or clean her enclosure.
If Ariel were to be released she would most definitely
approach the first humans she saw and would be
deemed a nuiscance bobcat and euthanized.
Thankfully the authorities have granted her
permission to live at Big Cat Rescue permanently.
We will provide Ariel with a great life here and use
her story to educate the public about the importance
of leaving wild animals where they belong, in the
wild.

BOOK REVIEW:
BLOOD OF THE TIGER

THE 2014 GUARDIAN ANGEL AWARD PRESENTED TO
VANESSA FERNANDEZ THOMAS

“What an extraordinary, must-read book for
anyone interested in international wildlife
policy! From her seat at the center of it all, J.A.
Mills has pulled back the curtain on the global
effort to save the tiger and in doing so has given
the world a primer for any effort to save the
world’s iconic species: tigers, elephants, rhinos,
whales, and more. Endangered species need
accountability. Blood of the Tiger makes those
who got us here accountable.”

We know that Vanessa will say she had a lot of help and that she didn’t do it by
herself, but Big Cat Rescue is proud to bestow the 2014 Guardian Angel Award
on Vanessa Fernandez Thomas for her brave work in purr-suading Mexico to
ban the use of big cats in circus acts last year.

—Bryan Christy, director of Special
Investigations at National Geographic, author
of The Lizard King
If you love Big Cat Rescue you will love the chapter Judy Mills devoted to our work
in this heart thumping, non fiction, thriller. Don’t forget orders made through Amazon
Smile will result in a donation to the cats. Simply choose Big Cat Rescue.

http://tinyurl.com/nwpfnfh

Vanessa
and
her
family led a billboard
advertising campaign
to raise awareness
about the cruel fate of
circus cats. Pictured
here is one of her
advertisements. She is
a vivacious woman with
a heartfelt compassion
for these cats and the
tenacity to never take
“no” for an answer.

NEW ONLINE GIFT SHOP ROARING SUCCESS

listed in our
online
gift
shop there is
something
for everyone.
Check it out
today!

We are very excited to
announce the launch of our
new online gift shop! This
shop has a sleek new look
with easy to use features
including; search inventory
by favorite species, photo
zoom to see product details,
and suggested products.
With more than 300 items

BigCatRescue.biz
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GIFT SHOP PURCHASES DIRECTLY BENEFIT THE BIG CATS

Keep Calm and Big Cat Rescue Green or
Zipper Hoodie with Tiger Art on Front
Luminous Tiger, Fitted Cut
Black S, M, L, & XL $42.52 XXL $45.73 Orange S, M, L, & XL $19.05 XXL $21.05 S, M, L, & XL $24.40 XXL $26.54

Tiger Poop Brewed Daily at Big Cat Rescue
S, M, L, & XL $24.40 XXL $26.54

Lion Outburst, Fitted Cut
BCR Travel Mug
S, M, L, & XL $24.40 XXL $26.54 18.oz $15.84

Tigers Photo 15 oz Mug $15.84
Panthera Tigris V-neck
S, M, L, XL $24.40 XXL $26.54

Embroidered Cadet Cap
Blue or Pink $20.18

Side Print Big Cat Rescue
S, M, L, XL $24.40 XXL $26.54

Embroidered Baseball Cap
Gold BCR Logo $22.40

BCR Est. ‘92 with Cameron Lion
S, M, L, XL $24.40 XXL $26.54

BCR Supporter Bracelet
$3.68

Rhinestone Fitted Cut, Stretchy
Tiger, Snow Leopard or Leopard
S, M, L, XL $24.40 XXL $26.54

Rhinestone Tank Snow
Leopard S, M, L, XL $22.26

Leopard Clicky Pen Rotating
message w/ each click $4.00

Big Cats Photo 15 oz Mug $15.84
Photo Collage Mouse Pad $15.84

Crazy Cat Lady Board Game $26.54

Crazy Cat Lady Toy 5.25”
comes with 6 cats $15.84

Neck Pillow $13.70
Choose Tiger or Lion

Collapsable Tiger
Purse Hook
Keep your purse
off the floor
hang from table.
$29.75

BCR Photo Collage License Plate Frame
features 18 resident big and little cats of Big
Cat Rescue. Standard size and four holes
make easy installation. $15.84

Animal-opoly Themed Monopoly Game $28.54

12” Dream Eyes Tiger $15.48 9” Serval $19.05
7” Lionel Lion $8.35 14” Lioness & Cub $35.10

BCR Ribbon
Magnet
Gold or Silver
$8.35

BCR Tumbler
16.oz $17.05

Medium Socks Women
6-11 & Men 5-10 $9.49 ea. Choose
White Lion w/BCR Logo, Black Tiger
w/ BCR Logo, Lion March, or Shorty
Tiger made of recycled materials

Carabiner Key Ring
Choose Gold, Black or
Blue $5.21 each Engraved Wood BCR Pocket Knife
$11.70 Lighter $7.35

ORDER ON PAGE 10 OR PURCHASE ONLINE AT BIGCATRESCUE.BIZ
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SPECIES SPOTLIGHT: SAND CATS - FELIS MARGARITA

PLEDGE TO BE CIRCUS FREE!

Size and Appearance: Sand Cats weigh 4-8 pounds and reach lengths of 29-36 inches,
and heights of 10-12 inches. Their feet are covered with a thick layer of wiry black hair,
which insulates the footpads against extremes of heat and cold, and allows for easier
movement through the sand.

2015 is the year to go circus free! If you
love lions and tigers and elephants, please
pledge to never go to a circus that uses wild
animals for entertainment.

Interesting Facts: This is one of the more difficult
cats to study in the wild. Their fuzzy paws allow
them to walk on sand without sinking, leaving
their pawprints nearly invisible. They also bury
their excrement making it impossible to find and
analyze so their diet can be studied.
Habitat: Sand Cats are specialists of sandy desert
around sparse vegetation which can support small
rodent prey. They are tolerant of extremes of hot
and cold temperatures largely because of their
burrowing behaviour.
Distribution: From the Sahara through the Middle East to Turkestan.
Reproduction and Offspring: Sand cats have been reported to have 2 litters per year
in both March-April and again in October. Gestation is 59-63 days, after which females
produce a litter of 2-4 kittens. At birth, the newborns weigh approximately 1.5-2 ounces.
Kittens become independent by 3-4 months of age and reach sexual maturity at 10-12
months. In captivity, sand cats live up to 13 years, but have a high juvenile mortality
rate of 41%.
Social System and Communication: Sand cats are solitary and primarily noctornal.
Because their populations are so few, they have a loud mating call, which resembles the
barking of a small dog.
Hunting and Diet: Sand cats hunt by
digging. Their highly developed hearing
allows them to locate prey underground.
Their primary diet consists of 3 species
of gerbils. It also includes birds, reptiles
and arthropods. Sand cats are capable of
satisfying their moisture requirements
from their prey, but drink readily if water
is available.
Principal Threats: Habitat degradation is
the major threat to the sand cat. Vulnerable
arid ecosystems are being rapidly degraded
by human settlement and activity, especially livestock grazing. Other localized threats
include the introduction of feral and domestic dogs and cats, creating direct competition
and through predation and disease transmission.
Our Sand Cat: Big Cat Rescue has one sand cat. Her name is Genie. Genie’s
grandparents were taken from the wild for their own protection during Desert Storm.
Genie was born in California at SOS Care
and sent to Big Cat Rescue to be a genetic
back up should a reintroduction program be
implemented. Genie is very shy, but can not
resist poking her head out of her den when
keepers approach to see what they are doing.
She has surpassed the average life span of a
captive sand cat. At 14 years old she is quite
the old lady.
You can help us provide a wonderful life for
Genie by sponsoring her. See page 11.

The circus makes big cats and elephants do
unnatural tricks like jumping through rings
of fire or balancing on balls. We believe the
animals perform because they are afraid of
the circus trainers who use painful bullhooks,
electric prods, and whips. Tigers and lions
should not live in tiny circus cages with
barely any room to move. Elephants
should not be tied to ropes and chains so
short they cannot even walk.
Big Cat Rescue would like to see one
million people pledge to live circus
free! Take the pledge today at www.
nocircuskids.com .Next time you visit Big
Cat Rescue, be sure to ask for your free
gift for making the pledge to go circus
free!
The most effective
way to save big
cats from abuse
and abandonment
is not by rescuing
them and providing
s a n c t u a r y. . . T h e
most
effective
way to ensure that
these cats are no
longer
exploited,
neglected, or left
homeless
once
their appeal or
profitability wears
off is to speak out
for them. By using
our voice for those
who have none,
we can promote
legislation that will
protect big cats
currently suffering
all
across
the
country.
Big Cat
Rescue has made
it easier than ever
to speak out to
your legislators to
let them know that
you support laws
that will protect the
big cats. With just
a few mouse clicks
you can make the
biggest difference
in their lives.
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SAD FAREWELL TO FIVE FRIENDS

NAKITA

Taking care of 100 exotic animals is a roller coaster ride of emotions as we try to provide the best possible life for them and yet deal with the gut wrenching decisions of
life and death. Of our 97 animals, 78 of them are over the age of 12, which is about as
long as they live in zoos or in the wild. An amazing 69 are over the age of 15 (90+ in
human years). Even more incredible, 29 are 20 years or older. It is with heavy hearts
we must say good bye to these beautiful cats who have touched our hearts forever.

RAMBO

Rambo, a male jungle cat, was rescued in 1999. He had
been born into the pet trade. His owner had sent him to live
with her daughter who died unexpectedly and resulting in
his primary caregiver being a 12 year old girl. She and
her relatives agreed that they did not want to see Rambo
exploited as part of a hybridization breeding plan for
profit and asked if he could come live at Big Cat Rescue.
Rambo was always very talkative and loved to carry on
conversations with his keepers.

Most Jungle Cats only live 10 to 12 years in captivity.
Rambo surpassed those statistics and lived to a ripe old
age of 15. In the end it was kidney disease that claimed his life. Many will miss his
bright spirit and nightly caterwauls.

1999 - 2014

CANYON

2000 - 2014

Canyon, a male sand cat, was tragically taken from us
when he choked to death on a piece of food. Despite his
keepers taking quick action and staff removing the lodged
chicken and peforming cpr within minutes of the incident
it was too late. His death struck everyone who knew him.
Canyon was sent to Big Cat Rescue in 2000 as a genetic
back up for his species in captivity. His parents were born
to a pair of wild caught sand cats that were removed from
the wild during Desert Storm. These offspring would
provide a viable genetic pool should a reintroduction
program be initiated.

Canyon will be deeply missed. He was a true favorite among keepers and visitors. His
fiesty attitude and cute kitten looks made for an irresistable character.

ALACHUA BOB

1987 - 2015

Alachua Bob, a male Florida bobcat, found his way to the
sanctuary back in 2003. He was a wild native who had
been hit by a car and left for dead. Alachua’s injuries were
so severe that he never fully recovered and therefor was
not a candidate for release.
Instead he lived out his life being fawned over by one
of our veteran senior keepers, Marie. Every day Marie
would take special treats to Alachua Bob and spend a little
time with him. He relished this attention and made Marie
his person. Because of his wild roots Alachua was usally
leery of most people, but not Marie.

Eventually failing health including kidney disease overcame Alachua Bob. He was
estimated to be 15 years old upon his arrival, making him 28 at his passing.
Nakita, a male tiger, was rescued in 2007 when he was 12 years old. He along with
Joseph, Sasha, and Simba were abandoned props once used in a big cat training scheme
in Ohio. Nakita and other big cats were drugged and chained so that paying guests
could pose with them for photos. The facility was shut down by USDA, but the owners
ignored this and continued their operation until they were evicted from the property
years later after not paying their rent. Once evicted the animals were abandoned and
the authorities seized the animals.

After his rescue, Nakita spent the next 8 years living the
good life at Big Cat Rescue. He loved to swim in the lake,
lounge on his over-sized jungle gym and play with a variety
of toys donated especially for him.
Earlier last year he started wheezing when he got excited,
which was usually around dinner time. About the same
time he also sustained an injury to his eye which needed to
be repaired. While he was sedated for his eye surgery his
throat was examined.

1995 - 2015
It turned out that he suffered from laryngial paralysis. Laryngeal paralysis is a disorder
in which the nerves that control the muscles and cartilage that open and close the larynx
do not function properly, causing difficulty with eating or breathing.

At that time only one side was affected so it was decided to monitor his condition. He
was moved to an enclosure in a more secluded area of the sanctuary to avoid being over
stimulated. Several months passed and his condition persisted, but did not worsen.
That was until the beginning of this year when Nakita’s breathing took a turn for the
worse.
Thankfully our new x-ray machine was fully operational. We were able to sedate Nakita
in his enclosure and then transport him to the Windsong Memorial Hospital where we
took x-rays and examined his throat again.
The radiographs showed that he had kidney stones as a result of his renal failure, arthritis,
and his lungs were in poor shape. Upon examination Dr. Wynn and Dr. Boorstein also
discovered that now both sides of his throat were paralized. Because of this he would
no longer be able to breath comfortably nor keep from choking on his food. We made
the heartbreaking, but necessary decision to let him go. While we were increadibly
saddened that nothing could be done to save him, we were happy that we were able
to sedate and examine Nakita on site. It can be very stressful for both the big cats as
well as the staff and veterinarians to go to an off site clinic. Thanks to many generous
donors our new Windsong Memorial Hospital allows us to do most routine procedures
right here at the sanctuary.

NATASHA

Natasha, a female Siberian lynx, was rescued, along with
27 other cats, from a fur farm when she was just a few
months old in 1993. She has had a wonderful life here at Big
Cat Rescue sharing most of it with her best friend Willow.
Sadly we had to say goodbye to Willow in 2013. Natasha
carried on, although, never quite with the same spark as
when her dear friend was by her side.

In October of last year Natasha became lethargic and
inappetent and was reported to be coughing. She was taken
to Ehrlich Animal Hospital where volunteer veterinarian
1993 - 2015
Dr. Wynn examined her. Upon examination a mass was
found in the back of Natasha’s throat. Samples were collected and sent to the the lab for
testing. The lab results indicated the mass was cancerous. It was decided to try a course
of chemotherapy in which the mass would be injected every two weeks.
After the first treatment Natasha seemed to improve. Her coughing subsided and she
regained her appetite. So we decided to continue with the therapy. Following the
second treatment there was not as much improvement. In addtion, in the days leading
up to her next scheduled tretament Natasha began having a hard time eating.
When it came time for her third treatment
the mass was re-examined. Unfortunately it
had worsened and as a result her throat was
badly compromised making it difficult for
her to swallow food. The decision was made
to let her go. This was heartbreaking for all,
especially those who had known her for her
entire life.
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$125 Jeffrey & Judith Lipman
$1,000 Cathy L. Palladino
$42,500 Sarah &
$500 Dan & Melissa McCance
$300 Matthew A. Verhage
$250 Rob Wilmoth
Hollace Hannaway
$100 Emmanuelle Briot
$125 Thelma Rodriguez
$1,000 Brett Simmers
Bruce McWilliams
$500 Roger Mick
$295 Chris Guck
$245 Jen Danby
$190 Sigbjørn Koksæter
$100 Diana Britt
$125 Jill Samples
$1,000 Patricia Stephens
$40,000 Cyrus &
$500 Catherine & Paul Mohr
$275 Susan & Mazhar Al-Abed $245 Virginia & Munro Magruder
$187 Wool Creations
$100 Donna Brown
$125 Terri Watts
$1,000 Joe & Kathleen Ward
Joanne Spurlino
$500 Michael Monarchi
$275 William Konopaske
$240 Janet Forman
$185 Abby Sherman
$100 Dana Bruce
$125 Margaret Wetzell
$1,000 Jeff & Molly Watkins
$25,000 Berwind Fund
$500 Sheila & Brent Morgan $260 Michelle, Erik, & Evan Bate
$240 Diana Wells
$180 Kevin Olson
$100 Dan Bruin
$120 Lee Buchanan
$1,000 Maxine Weinstein
$15,000 William Kuni
$500 Jennifer Morrison
$252 Lynn Maginnis
$239 Ian Bodimeade
$180 Donna Reisinger
$100 Gary Brumfield
$120 Stephen Conley
$900 Roderick &
$10,000 Fields-Gordon-Galley
$500 Debra Nitkin
$251 Caeley Lorincz
$225 Heidi Nettrour
$180 Kingston Smythe
$100 Kathy & Jeremy Buck
$120 Larry & Claudia Ferree
Shelly Barbanica
Private Foundation
$500 David Nugent
$250 E.B. & I.L. Chrisman
$225 Ali N. Salur
$176 Sherri Voight
$100 Tracy & Linda Busch
$120 Lorrie Fetrow
$900 Timothy & Jenifer Boul
$10,000 The Kors Le Pere
$500 Marylynn Paladini
Foundation
$220 Guada Lueck
$175 Bonita S. Cornelius
$100 Wendy Capelin
$120 Martha Gorak
$900 Suzanne & Alan Lucas
Foundation
$500 Edith Parker
$250 Sally Adams
$210 The Royal Manticoran Navy
$175 Alan Cunningham
$100 Christopher Carlino
$120 Joseph Kahn
$900 Pamela Olson Koonts
$10,000 Steven Pereira
$500 Dean Carroll &
$250 Connie Addington
$200 The Goodwin/Levine
$175 Mary Ferris
$100 Sarah Carr
$120 Deborah Krupp
$895 Murder House by
$10,000 Lawrence &
Gina Passantino
$250 Michelle & Scott Ballantine
Foundation Inc.
$175 Carol Gagliardi
$100 Ellen Cecil
$120 Jeanne Michael
Shane Downs
Pamela Trissel
$500 Thomas Philip
$250 Lynda Bell
$200 Annalisa Alvrus
$175 Daniel &
$100 James Chatwin
$120 Catherine M. Preston
$850 Bill Chambers
$9,395 Fran Ezer
$500 Judith E. Randal
$250 Darryl Bollinger
$200 Michael Anderson
Lindsay Hamminga
$100 Teri G. Chaves
$117 ECHOage
$845 Matthew Glass
$8,000 Royal Little Family
$500 R. Reese
$250 Melissa Boone
$200 Margaret Barham
$175 Nathan &
$100 John Cheatle
$114 Barbara B. Bunn
$800 Karan & William Beynon
Foundation
$500 Joe & Sue Reina
$250 Carson E. Brooks
$200 Doug Barton
Rebecca Tomlinson
$100 Heidi Clark
$111 Big Y Foods, Inc.
$7,919 Estate of Margaret Welke $800 Melinda A. Faulkner
$500 Michelle D. Rhea
$250 Kathy & John Calvin
$200 Eric Barton
$169 John & Frances Culbertson
$100 Lauren Close
$110 Valerie Balavage
$800 Cathy McLean
$5,512 Mireille McGail
$500 Edward & Roycie Roeder $250 Jane & Mark Capobianco
$200 Michelle Beddor
$165 Margaraet Elizondo
$100 Linda Conroy
$110 Steve Cox
$750 HCI Group, Inc.
$5,000 Litter Quality Propane
$500 Luc Kuykens &
$250 Karen Chadwick
$200 Carolle Bendle
$165 Dorothy & John Hobbis
$100 Sandra Constantino
$110 Katharine B. Drake
$750 Rachel Janner
$5,000 Stanley and Lucy Lopata
Leslie Roessler
$250 Alita Chrisman
$200 Karen E. Berg
$162 Spiritual Goddess Gathering
$100 Monica Cortez-Garland
$110 Stefano & Sue Izzo
$750 John Kane
Charitable Foundation
$500 Craig & Diane Rothburd
$250 Thomas L. Ciardelli
$200 Sandra McClaeb &
$160 Lee Beer
$100 Susan Cortright
$110 Jean Kernus
$750 Philip Thomas &
$5,000 Whitney Charitable
$500 Diana Monteith-Rubin &
$250 Rosemary Clancy
Paul Bishoes
$160 Betsy Begalke
$100 Matthew Couch
$110 Lisa Kyriacos
Elizabeth Koshi
Foundation
Fredric Rubin
$250 Rena Crabill
$200 Sandra & Joseph Buckley
$160 Franklin Hines &
$100 Brian Coule
$110 Nancy & Mike Meyer
$750 Keith Salvata
$5,000 Mike Amdur
$500 Rosanna Russell
$250 Cindy Custard
$200 Kevin Burke
Kristen Durnell
$100 Lisa Cozene
$110 Joanne Ply
$725 James Conason
$5,000 Jean Fraley
$500 Ellen Ryan
$250 Sara D.
$200 Melinda Burn
$155 Diana Cowans
$100 Howard Cronson
$108 Melissa E. Black
$700 Cosmo Donato
$5,000 Jordan Knab
$500 Shiloh D. Schrantz
$250 Joyce & Robert Dannheim
$200 Deborah Coffey
$150 Sondra Resnikoff Revocable
$100 Dawn Danko
$108 Francia Firestone
$700 Marc P. Gibbs
$5,000 Robert &
$500 Peggy & Murat Shekem
$250 Chris Dassie
$200 Cyndy Colbath
Living Trust
$100 Dorothy & John Davies
$108 Darlene Hobie
$650 A. Lawton &
Doretta Marwin
$500 Jerry Palin &
$250 Margriet V. De Steeg
$200 Edward & Carol Collins
$150 Pauline Adams
$100 Susan Davis
$108 Stephanie Horeth
Elizabeth Lanford
$4,500 Saint Pete MRI
Sheila Siderman
$250 Richard T. Devers
$200 Rita Conway
$150 Jennifer C. Allen
$100 James Davis
$108 Holly L. Hunnicutt
$650 Betsie Scott
$4,000 DSW Inc.
$500 Georgia Simon
$250 Barbara & Mark Elliott
$200 Patricia & Ernie Coy
$150 Douglas & Karin Anderson
$100 Sara & Gordon Deats
$108 Michelle J. Morgan
$600 Frank & Mavis Ainsleigh
$3,000 Gunst Family
$500 Annamarie Smoyer
$250 Don Eyres
$200 Corina Cross
$150 Marvin & Ellen Barnes
$100 Sherri Demarro
$108 Marsha Woerner
$600 Steven Carter
Foundation
$500 Lawrence Solomon
$250 Assana Fard
$200 Kenneth Dagdigian
$150 Michael & Patricia Beamer
$100 Devon Deming
$108 Terry Gondell
$600 Joseph Kciuk
$3,000 David Keller
$500 Suzanne Spantidos
$250 Roxanne Farrar
$200 Ralph Day
$150 Valerie Bergen
$100 Matthew & Allyse Denmark
$105 Kathleen Andrews
$600 Kenny & Alicia Reutlinger
$2,500 Emily Landecker
$500 Mary Stephens
$250 Lori Feldman
$200 Lisa & Doc Donaldson
$150 Heather Bering
$100 Barbara Desguin
$105 Kerry & Don Gilbert
$575 Renee & Michele Grimmett
Foundation Inc.
$500 Colleen Then-Kern
$250 Stephanie L. Ferrell
$200 Patricia J. Ellis
$150 Karen Bowles
$100 Robert Desimone
$105 Donald S. Natterer
$575 Eric Rawley
$2,500 Robert & Susan Cochran
$500 Joe Woodford
$250 Christine & Thomas Fiedler $200 Sandra & Alan Engelstad
$150 Lindsey Choromanskis
$100 Scott & Kathy Dewey
$105 Pattie Quinn-Bennett
$560 David Robertson
$2,500 Diane K. Randall
$500 Benson Yang
$250 Barry D. Flagg
$200 Patricia Farrelly
$150 Joan Clark
$100 Catherine Dexter
$105 Barbara Scheer
$560 Tracey, Tim, & Leo Yang
$2,230 Peter Mynard
$470 USF Fundraiser
$250 Theresa M. Flynn
$200 Maryann & Robert Faust
$150 Lois Cronholm
$100 Vickie Diluigi
$105 Barbara Smith
$558 Steven Rosenthal
$2,000 Jordan Berlin
$450 Christina Farah
$250 Evan Friend
$200 Janice Fenwick
$150 Janice Devine
$100 Rob Dolecki
$105 Christine Dorchak &
$534 William B. Smith
$2,000 Ellen Bunch
$450 Sindhu Mathew
$250 James Fulginiti
$200 Gary Fisher
$150 John & Susan Dobi
$100 Sharon Domke
Carey Theil
$527 William & Marie Cooper $450 Roberta & Jeffrey Newton
$2,000 Dinah Greeff
$250 Diana Gladwell
$200 Samantha Francovilla
$150 Barbara-Ann P. Drew
$100 Marilyn Doolan
$102 Barbara R. Ivins
Family Partnership
$2,000 Mark & Maxine Harris
$450 Dave Zunac
$250 Muriel Jopling &
$200 Syndie Franzetti
$150 Kirk Eastman
$100 Paul & Doris Dorfman
$100 Diane & Arthur Evans
$500 Al & Mary Evans
$2,000 Ross Michel
$400 Barr Foundation
Valerie Glowinski
$200 Joy Maggio &
$150 Mark Evans
$100 Marjorie Douglas
$100 APW Holdings LLC
Foundation
$2,000 Pat Trammell
$400 JM Smith Foundation
$250 Barbara Green
Michael Friedberg
$150 Alex Faber
$100 Albert Duro
$100 Avrin Insurance Agency
$500 Compass Rose Academy
$2,000 Genesis Whitmore
$400 Lutheran Church of
$250 Andrea Greene-McFadden
$200 Beverly M. Geiger
$150 Judith Figlo
$100 Lori Durocher
$100 Ballen & Company, Inc.
$500 SAD Foundation
$1,950 Sole Riley Marittimi
Our Saviour
$250 Valerie Grunther
$200 Anthony R. Gelona II
$150 Dolores Galen-Kloepfel
$100 Roy A. Eckloff
$100 Newkirk Family
$500 Skyemar Foundation
$1,800 Vanessa Fernandez$400 The Kutch Family Fund of
$250 Catherine Hamel
$200 Susan Goodman
$150 Marilynn Gash
$100 Kathryn K. Eddy
Veternarians Inc.
$500 The Raffiani Family
Thomas
The Dallas Foundation
$250 Tim & Kim Hart
$200 Keith Harrington
$150 Darla Haines
$100 Diane Eder
$100 North Coast Cat Fanciers
Foundation, Inc.
$1,500 Marvin D. &
$400 Mary Fields
$250 Wendy Hester
$200 Ed & RoseMarie Harrison
$150 Larry Han
$100 Michael Edleson
$500 Melanie & Vincent Abruzzo
Melissa U. Gill Family
$400 Judy & Howard Gray
$250 Terilee Holland
$200 Jean & Terry Hudson
$150 Steven & Anne Harrison $100 Olympus Scientific Solutions
$100 Brian Elliott
Technologies Inc.
$500 Kathy & Bert Acker
Foundation Inc.
$400 Roland & Diane LaJoie
$250 Diane Homa
$200 Tina Hutchison
$150 Marion Hellthaler
$100 Shannon Ericson
$100 Point of Contact Group
$500 Christopher Armstrong
$1,500 Joey W. Hill
$400 Deborah Jo Miller
$250 Leah Howk
$200 Jordin T. Kare
$150 Gary Henderson
$100 Ed & Sharon Eskola
$100 Protective Coating
$500 Candice Azurmendi
$1,500 Aaron Link
$400 David Nevius
$250 Anne A. Hummel
$200 Evelyn Kelson
$150 Stephen W. Holcomb
$100 Theodore Esser
Solutions Inc.
$1,500 Laura & Chris Phillips $500 Janis & Dave Barrows
$400 Robin & Martin Wright
$250 Christy Hutchison
$200 Jessica Kiska
$150 Kristen M. Holtz
$100 Donna H. Evans
$100 Tampa Bay Wallstreet, Inc.
$500 Dan Baruzzini
$1,400 Joe Sokolosky
$375 Craig Carter &
$250 Jennifer Jones
$200 Susan Korosi
$150 Yvonne M. Homan
$100 Nancy Faber
$100 The Roundtable Charities of
$1,240 Carl & Betty Schino $500 Phillip & Christina Berler
Kelly Lynn Denney
$250 Dave &
$200 Beate Nestle Krebs
$150 Susan Hoover
$100 Angelique Fahy
Greater Brandon, Inc.
$500 Arlene Braga
$1,200 Levin Family Foundation
$350 Duncan Alexander
Marykaye Kaczmarek
$200 Roland Kunkel
$150 Erik Jungk
$100 Joe & Merry Feagins
$100 Marjorie Abshire
$500 Bernice Brooks
$1,100 Leslie Egerton Hoge
$350 Julie Davenport
$250 Kiran Karepu
$200 Patrick & Jane Laforge
$150 Angie Korsun
$100 Sandelle Fernan
$100 Barbara & Anil Aggarwal
$500 Derek Bruening
$1,075 Vincent Cohan
$350 Kirk & Aileen Davis
$250 John Kay
$200 Tolan Le
$150 Christopher Langmead
$100 Ann & Phil Ferris
$100 Evan E. Agostini
$500 Gerald J. Burblis
$1,000 Covington Family Fund
$350 Marianne Misof
$250 Jonathan & Marcia Kean
$200 Mary Lellouche
$150 Rachel Leigh
$100 Pilar Fierro
$100 Kimberly Aichele
$500 Rob & Diane M. Campbell
$1,000 Gerson Family
$350 Carol A. Sasseville
$250 Joyce Kenneson
$200 Susan Lewis
$150 Kathy Lesser
$100 David Findlay
$100 Carmen Aiken
$500 Patricia Cantando &
Foundation
$350 Priyan Thomas
$250 Ellen King
$200 Stanley Skarda &
$150 Lynn Matoush
$100 Donna Fliger
$100 Xavier Alcaraz
Julie Campbell
$1,000 Louise Pfister Charitable
$350 Frank Uebel
$250 David Klingler
Lizzie Locke
$150 Ken & Cindy Maybury
$100 Agatha Forest
$100 L. Allen
$500 Bill Carter
Foundation
$350 Mei Mei Wong
$250 Christian Koebel
$200 Alice & Vincent Luce
$150 Margaret L. McManus
$100 Kay K. Frame
$100 Dolores Amato
$500 David Charles
$1,000 LV Thompson Family
$300 Acupet Veterinary Care
$250 Marianne Schmidt &
$200 Bruce, Jenny &
$150 Mindi & Daniel Meeks
$100 Cynthia Frank
$100 Kim & Jack Arouca
$500 Sandra Cooper
Foundation
$300 Rob & Caroline Abrom
Kenneth Koontz
Allie Macleod
$150 Diane E. Mentzer
$100 Brenda Frankart
$100 Marvin & Lois Atkins
$500 Curran Dandurand
$1,000 Millard & Lillian Prutky
$300 Amy G. Brown
$250 Donald &
$200 Drew & Tamra Melkonian
$150 Joyce Moody
$100 Robert French
$100 Steven August
$500 Jennifer Depew
Trust
$300 Beckie Colby
Catherine Kozlowski
$200 J. Stephen & Ana Mernick
$150 Laura Nasatir
$100 Emily Freudigman
$100 Jasmine Baleva
$500 Mary Donohue
$1,000 Sokol Family Foundation
$300 L. Catherine Crompton
$250 Charleen Kramer
$200 Joseph Miletta
$150 Jennifer Naugle
$100 Cheryl Freyer
$100 Barbara Balmenti
$500 Janice Elliott
$1,000 Cindy & Tim Andras
$300 Jessica Daniels
$250 Roy & Libby Lauer
$200 Larry S. Moore
$150 Michael Neblock
$100 Alison Fried
$100 Janice Band
$500 Brenda Esposito
$1,000 Elise Becher
$300 Andrea Decapua
$250 John & Michelle Lewis
$200 David & Sandra Oliver
$150 Cayla & Stephen Ossen
$100 Susan Friese
$100 Marilyn Banks
$500 Robert Euler
$1,000 Maria E. Birch
$300 Nancy L. Gelderloos
$250 Hermien Loedolff
$200 Cathy Parker
$150 Peggy O’Sullivan
$100 Henson Frost
$100 Bartholomew Barnes
$500 Lynn Franzpo
$1,000 Linda Brotherton
$300 Sandra Hadix
$250 David Maiorano
$200 Harmony & Gary Paticoff
$150 David F. Owens
$100 April Fujikawa
$100 Christiaan Baron
$500 Sandra Freas
$1,000 Sandra Cagan
$300 Fran Hamilton
$250 Tabitha Maloley
$200 Gayle Phillips
$150 Adrienne Parkhurst
$100 Terry Fuller
$100 Chris Barrett
$500 David Fredericks
$1,000 Rudolf Dankwort
$300 Johanna Hanson
$250 Gwendolyn Maples
$200 Gerald Pollack
$150 Gregory Price
$100 Gavin Gaard
$100 Christine Beard
$500 Enid Galliers
$1,000 Dorian Davis
$300 Perry Harris
$250 Kathleen Masterson
$200 Jodi Pushkin
$150 Eric Reetz
$100 Timothy Gaastra
$100 James Begley
$500 Lewis & Mary Green
$1,000 Kelly Dyson
$300 Christina Heinle
$250 Anastasia Matschinsky
$200 Rajiv & Anjly Rajani
$150 Lydia Runkel
$100 Heather Freeman &
$100 Ray & Betty Benedict
$500 Scott L. Greer
$1,000 Cynthia Evans
$300 Phyllis & Robert Hurworth
$250 Brian McDougall
$200 Deanna Raney
$150 Doris Schlichter
Sean Gandert,
$100 Jeffrey Bennett
$500 Mary Haley
$1,000 Doug Fisher
$300 Robert S. Irvin
$250 Thomas Miller
$200 Jennifer Rios
$150 Kelly Schoepe
$100 Deepak Gangadharan
$100 Penny Biehl
$500 Judith & Paul Hall
$1,000 Tracey Gordon
$300 Michele A. Kirk
$250 Evelyn Nelson
$200 Tedford Rose
$150 Waldina Smith
$100 Lynne Garcia
$100 Cora & Dean Bird
$500 Jeffrey Hamilton
$1,000 Bert & Val Harrop
$300 Eric Leaver
$250 John Olin
$200 Paul M. Rothenberg
$150 Debbie Statland
$100 JC & KL Gardner
$100 Michael &
$500 Cassandra R. Hammond $300 Joanne & Gerald Lembke
$1,000 Marie &
$250 James Olivier
$200 Tony Russo
$150 Richard & Lee Ann Stiles
$100 Anu Gavini
Doreen Bissonnette
$500 Marguerite Hark
Charles Hayward
$300 Greg Lutzen
$250 Raymond J. Page
$200 Pamela Schaible
$150 Libby Tiani
$100 Sarah Giannelli
$100 Wayne Blair
$500 Janice Heckert
$1,000 Nikki Holbrook
$300 Nicki & Paul Lyford
$250 Clinton Palmer
$200 Margaret Schwartz
$150 Christopher D. Toscano
$100 Heather Gilford
$100 Bob Bledsoe
$500 Shelley Hendershot
$1,000 Dr. Virginia Johnson
$300 Joan Macdonald
$250 Suzanne Plasnsky
$200 Daxa & Nisar Shah
$150 Brian & Bethany Troyer
$100 Joyce Gillogly
$100 Noelle Blick
$500 Rebecca Herro
$1,000 Markus Kasper
$300 R. Gordon Machemer
$250 Melanie Rak
$200 Brian Sieroty
$150 Rakesh Uthamchand
$100 David Gill & Vicki Giordano
$100 Peggy Blood
$500 Lance Hill
$1,000 Simone King
$300 Carla A. Marone
$250 Lee Reed
$200 John & Margaret Skenyon
$150 Judy Vieira
$100 William Girvan
$100 Erika Boardman
$500 Jon Hull
$1,000 Nancy Lawton
$300 Margarida D. Marton
$250 Peter Rosenstein
$200 Marcia Slosser
$150 Eden Wagner
$100 Mark Gloor
$100 James Bock
$500 Timothy D. Juliani
$1,000 Keith Lutsch
$300 Susan McBride
$250 Sharon Rosenthal
$200 John Steinbeck
$150 Patricia White
$100 Ashley Glyer
$100 Elizabeth Boenig
$500 Mark Kerschner
$1,000 William & Joann Marchi
$300 Jim Meeks
$250 June Rowell
$200 Marcia & Jim Steinman
$150 Vikki Wiener
$100 Karin Gobbel
$100 Dyan Bogorodsky
$500 Lisa Koon
$1,000 Hetty Marion
$300 Daniel Pursel & Lisa Minich
$250 Peter Schalestock
$200 Teri Strub
$150 Lisa Williams
$100 Karen Goda
$100 Lois A. Boldrini
$500 William Lachman &
$1,000 Nancy Montague
$300 Stephanie Morgan
$250 Suzi Schultz
$200 Donald Stump
$150 Christie Wood
$100 Nancy Godfrey
$100 Carol V. Bonnet
Gregory Ward
$1,000 Jose F. Morales
$300 Douglas Morgan
$250 John Vicario &
$200 Tanya W. Tetu
$145 Jennifer Caswell
$100 Nancy Godwin
$100 Cornelius &
$500 Jana Lalanne
$1,000 J. Thomas &
$300 Sarah Mouzon
Jonathan Segal
$200 Alexandra Thompson
$143 Cards for Causes, LLC
$100 Carlos Gonzalez
Margo Boomsma
$500 Lynn & Stuart Lang
Linda Morris
$300 Joseph Potenza
$250 Joseph & Carolyn Self
$200 Elise Torello
$141 Christine Anderson
$100 Carol Good
$100 Pete & Pat Booth
$500 Ruth E. Lay
$1,000 Andrew & Julie Morse
$300 Amanda J. Rubin
$250 Harsha Setty
$200 Abigale Uptegraff
$130 Stephanie & Kristen Caruso
$100 Joanne Goszczycki
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$100 Virginia Gower
$100 Christina Lowe
$100 Leslie K. Gradwell
$100 Marjorie A. Lulay
$100 Susan Grant
$100 Robert Lundquist
$100 Zac Grayner
$100 Jolene Lushine
$100 Cheyenne &
$100 Angela Lynch
Sharon Greatorex
$100 Carolyn Macfarlane
$100 Kiersten Greenfield
$100 Keith S. Macisaac
$100 Aubra, Anne &
$100 Christopher Maffei
George Gundel
$100 Darren Magda
$100 Michelle Gundy
$100 Derek Magnuson
$100 Mark, Matt &
$100 Elise Malmberg
Alexis Guringo
$100 Steve Manos
$100 Martin Gutierrez
$100 Paul Manzo
$100 Sumy Guzman
$100 Richard D. Marlin
$100 Edward & Margaret Haan $100 Albert & Madeline Marx
$100 Janice Hale
$100 Amy Mattson
$100 Tom Hale
$100 William & Meda Maxwell
$100 Genie Hall
$100 Katheryn L. May
$100 Clifford & Julia Hallberg
$100 Rachel Mayo
$100 Christopher Halliday
$100 Barbara Mazzarella
$100 John Halvorsen
$100 Annin D. McAlpine
$100 David Hamel
$100 Richard &
$100 Robert & Barbara Hannan
Michelle McCaulley
$100 Gabrielle Hanson
$100 Malcolm McDonald
$100 Mary J. Hardeuz
$100 Terri McDonough
$100 Eileen Harris
$100 Sara McElroy
$100 Russell Harris
$100 Matt McGlone
$100 Michele Haver
$100 Eileen McGrath
$100 Judith & Thomas Heady
$100 Linda McLellan
$100 Sherri Healey
$100 George McMurtrey
$100 Norma Z. Heaton
$100 Marietta McPike
$100 Arvin & Susan Heilman
$100 Lauren Meads
$100 Michael R. Heintze
$100 Michelle Metzler
$100 Lisa Heirtzler
$100 Todd Miller
$100 Meghan Hendricks
$100 Dianna Miller
$100 Diane Hendrickson
$100 William Mills
$100 Victor E. Herrmann
$100 Maureen & Angelo Mineo
$100 Terry Hess
$100 Joan Minster
$100 Margena Hinely
$100 Deana Monahan
$100 Bonita Hoefler
$100 Joan Montanari
$100 Frederick &
$100 Raspberry Moon
Judith Hohorst
$100 Maryanne Mothersole
$100 Elizabeth Holland
$100 Aaron Mravnik
$100 Karla S. Holmberg
$100 Claire Nardone
$100 Marye Holton
$100 Kimberly Newton
$100 Seth Holton
$100 Lundy & Pamela O’Dell
$100 Mark Hooker
$100 Chase Olsen
$100 Whitney Horiszny
$100 Lorry A. Olson
$100 William Horton
$100 Darlene Olson
$100 Lenore Howland
$100 Larry & Janet Osalkowski
$100 Matthew Huftalen
$100 Jason Osborne
$100 Carol J. Hughes
$100 Deborah I. Oswald
$100 Janet Hutcheson
$100 Julie Palais
$100 Lisa Ilowite
$100 Christine Palermo
$100 W David Jackson
$100 Robert Parker
$100 Mark Jacobus
$100 Leslie Parsons
$100 Tracy Jagocki
$100 Amber Partin
$100 Kristine Jenstead
$100 Donna Passal
$100 Vibeke Jespersen
$100 Russell Pate
$100 Kim Jessen
$100 Susanne E. Paulovic
$100 Stacy Jimerson
$100 David & Donna Pavek
$100 Amanda Johnson
$100 Elaine Peterson
$100 Deborah & John Jones
$100 Sissi Pham
$100 Susan E. Jones
$100 Craig Pittman
$100 Leisa Jordan
$100 Shirley Powless
$100 Sally Jorden
$100 Carlos & Christine Prietto
$100 Barry D. Joslyn
$100 Brian Pung
$100 Kathy Jung
$100 Kyle Pung
$100 Madeline B. Kane
$100 Catherine Quindiagan
$100 Britton Karon
$100 Nancy Quintana
$100 Christine Kavanaugh
$100 Diana Rao
$100 Albert Kelush
$100 Alice Raum
$100 Sheila Kennedy
$100 Beverly E. Rausch
$100 Leslie Kilpatrick
$100 Ann Redman
$100 Melissa King
$100 Dorothy L. Reed
$100 Debra & David Kinser
$100 Leila Rice
$100 Deanna Kline
$100 Sergio Rico
$100 Roberta Knapp
$100 Dustin Riley
$100 Jeffrey & Christine Koch
$100 Keith Rinzler
$100 Jan L. Konigsberg
$100 Randy Ritzer
$100 Debra Kosses
$100 Charles &
$100 Lilla Kovacs
Kathleen Rockefeller
$100 Kim Kowalski
$100 Carole L. Rosen
$100 Mary Krantz
$100 Celeste Rousseau
$100 Georgia Kropf
$100 Marlene &
$100 Steve Labahn
Thomas Rubidoux
$100 Beverley Lafoley
$100 Michael Rubin
$100 Kye & Hank Latour
$100 Sarah & Daniel Ruggieri
$100 Kathleen LaValley
$100 Cathy Russell
$100 Ken Lavish
$100 R S. Salter
$100 Randall & Connie Laws
$100 Pamela Sanabria
$100 Janet Lawson
$100 Sam Saunders
$100 Phyllis Layton
$100 Lynn Schiffman
$100 Richard Leonard
$100 Benjamin Schmidt
$100 Lorenz Leopold
$100 Chrisanne Schock
$100 Heidi Lepak
$100 John Schroeder
$100 Bruce Levinson
$100 Leslie Schuch
$100 Barbara Lewis
$100 Carolyn Schwartz
$100 Danya Linehan
$100 Pauline A. Schwarz
$100 Bradley Lorditch
$100 Prescott & Sandra Seckel
$100 Winifred Losee
$100 Jean Seeler-Gifford
$100 Dustin Loveland
$100 Erica Seiden
$100 Carol Loveless
$100 Stuart A. Shapiro

$100 Tanya & Michael Sharkey $100 Roger & Candy Winter
$100 Kelly & Derek P. Shepard $100 Elizabeth D. Wiseman
$100 Richard A. Siegel
$100 Patricia & Lon Wojtowicz
$100 Stanley Sienkiewicz
$100 Michael & Joleen Woods
$100 Sara Simmons
$100 Eric Woodward
$100 John Simon
$100 Rhonda S. Work
$100 Marva E. Simpson
$100 Shirley Wright
$100 Gail A. Smale
$100 Danielle Yoho
$100 Beth Smink
$100 Peter &
$100 Steven & Cynthia Smith
Adrienne Yoshihara
$100 Cheryl B. Smith
$100 Michael Young
$100 Timothy & Gillian Smith
$100 Askold Zagars
$100 Timothy Snider
$100 Noah Zimmerman
$100 Kimberly Soisson
$100 Stacy Zmijewski
$100 Teri Somoza
$100 Marie Zvetina
$100 Linda Spicer
$100 Shelly & Peter Zwick
$100 Nohelia A. Steller
$100 Joseph Stiener
Thank you for your support! If
$100 A. Kevin &
your donation came toward the
Dawn Stoppello
end of the quarter, it may not have
$100 Neil Strongosky
been entered into our database
$100 Margaret Sueoka
in time for this newsletter and
$100 Claire Sutherland
will appear in the next. Donation
$100 Marion Sweedy
data entry is manual and subject
$100 Kathleen &
to occasional errors, so if your
Nickolas Tagliaferri
donation should appear and
$100 Kathleen, Robert, Steven, does not, please email:
& Samantha Tanner
Chelsea.Feeny@BigCatRescue.org
$100 Michele Taschner
$100 Karen Tate
so we can investigate and
$100 Michele Tayler
$100 Mike & Vivian Taylor correct our records if there is an
omission.
$100 Rob Taylor
$100 Dorothy A. Templeton
These donors were omitted from
$100 Anne Tetreault
the last issue. We would like to
$100 Janet Theophano
sincerely apologize and thank
$100 William &
them for their generosity:
Julie Timmermeyer
$100 Richard Titus
$1,000 Maria E. Birch
$100 Beckie Tomlyn-Litten
$1,000 Christopher Haag
$100 Kevin Turner
$500 Christopher Armstrong
$100 Bonnie Uhlenbrock
$500 Melissa C Beavers
$100 Griffin Vancil
$250 Matthew Glass
$100 Paulette Vansice
$250 Mitchell Peterson
$100 Patrick Vicens
$200 Daniel Hoffman
$100 Peter M. Vischansky
$200 James Lewis
$100 Alexis Volpe
$200 Martha A Morandi
$100 Maddelina Wahl
$200 Carola Plumhoff
$100 Sarah & Cliff Waldman
$150 Jean Gagnon
$100 Suzanne &
$100 Laura Davis
Chuck Waldron
$100 Diane E Eder
$100 Jennifer Walker
$100 Nathan M Edwards
$100 Leslie Waller
$100 Melinda A Faulkner
$100 Craig Wallis
$100 Echo Gilliam
$100 Judi Walters
$100 Fran W Hamilton
$100 Krisanne Warren
$100 Robert Irvin
$100 Karli Watson
$100 Randall Kamien
$100 Sandra B. Wells
$100 David King
$100 Ann Wendling
$100 Robert Lubarsky
$100 Mary Ann Westover
$100 Margarida Diana Marton
$100 Nina White
$100 Melinda Poss
$100 Michele Widdowson
$100 Amanda J Rubin
$100 Keith Wilde
$100 Jeremy C Scanlan
$100 Mike Wilhite
$100 Jason C Sosinski
$100 Carrie Wilkinson
$100 Michael Spatola
$100 Ron & Susan Williams
$100 Patrick Valentino
$100 Letha Williams
$100 Eugenia VanBremen
$100 Glenn Williams
$100 Griffin Vancil
$100 Marie Wilson

SPONSOR A CAT - CHOOSE YOUR LEVEL
AND CHOOSE YOUR SPECIES
$25 KIDS OR SUPPORTER
$50 FRIEND
$100 PROTECTOR
$250 CONSERVATOR
$500 WARRIOR
$1,000 CHAMPION
$5,000 KING OF BEASTS

VOLUNTEERS AWARDED
FOR OUTSTANDING
DEDICATION
Congratulations to the following Big Cat
Rescuers who have been recognized
for their outstanding commitment to the
mission of Big Cat Rescue. In honor of
this service they were each presented
with an award called the S.A.V.E. and
allotted $500 to spend on their favorite
feline friends.
S.A.V.E stands for Scratch’s Award for
Volunteer Excellence. Named for an
outstanding cougar, Scratch, whose
lifespan reached 30 years, the SAVE
Award is presented to one outstanding
volunteer or intern each month.
We are so excited to
present this award to
Sue Messineo. Sue is
a kind hearted person
and
a
wonderful
volunteer coordinator.
She has volunteered at
BCR for nearly 7 years.
Interns Karma Hurworth, Julia Doane,
Jessica Lazarz, and
Michael Heap received
this award for their
outstanding
efforts
caring for our domestic
foster kittens.

Sharon Henry is
a new volunteer
of almost 1 year.
Sharon received the
SAVE in celebration
of
her
positive
attitude and endless
willingness to help out in any way
needed.
Long time volunteer
of 8 years and staff
member Jeff Kremer
was honored with this
award in recognition
of his exemplary work
on securing much
needed donations to
fund the sanctuary’s
work.
Big Cat Rescue is so lucky to have
outstanding volunteers and interns
who give not only their time to help the
big cats, but also go above and beyond
the call of duty!
Do you want to help the big cats and
make new friends? Big Cat Rescue is
always looking for volunteers. Keepers
clean enclosures, feed the animals,
and landscape.
Partners work in
the gift shop and guide tours of the
sanctuary. Check us out online to get
all the de-tails!

BigCatRescue.org/volunteer

Get a close look into our
day to day operations, the
conservation efforts we
support, and the 100+ feline
residents of Big Cat Rescue
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FEATURED GIFT ITEM

THE BIG CAT TIMES ORDER FORM Spring 2015
ORDER DATE:
Description				

Qty.

Size

Price Each

Total

TOUR TIMES & PROGRAMS
Reservations Required For All Tours
www.zerve.com/bigcatrescue
(888) 316-5875
Closed Thursdays, Thanksgiving Day and Christmas Day
Tours may be cancelled due to inclement weather
Current pricing available online

2015 Big Cat Rescue Calendar
13-month calendar features glossy
color photos of the big cats of Big
Cat Rescue. Order today! $18.05
BILLING ADDRESS
_______________________________

Name

KIDS TOUR
Tour Times: Saturday & Sunday 12 PM
Children of all ages and their parents can learn about
the big cats on this guided tour of the sanctuary.
This tour is given on a child’s educational level. Tour
is 1 hr. Children must be accompanied by an adult.

_______________________________

Address

_______________________________

City		

St

Zip

_______________________________

Day Time Phone

_______________________________

Evening Phone

SPONSOR A PAVE THE WAY BRICK *
_______________________________ SPONSOR A PAVE THE WAY BRICK *

Email

SPONSOR PERIMETER WALL*

RECIPIENT ADDRESS (if different than Billing)

4x8

$100.00

8x8

$200.00

1 Foot

$100.00

* NOTE: Fill out blue shaded box at bottom of form

________________________________

Name

I want to join the automatic giving program, charge my card each month $

________________________________

Address

Yes, I would priority shipping for an additional charge of $3.00 $
Yes, I would like a receipt for tax purposes

________________________________

City		

St

METHOD OF PAYMENT

Zip

________________________________

Day Time Phone

Check

Money Order

Visa

MasterCard

________________________________

Credit Card Number

________________________________

Exp. Date MMYY

Evening Phone
Email

Grand Total $

American Express

Discover

CCV # ____________

Signature_____________________________

This is a gift, please make card TO: _________________________ FROM: __________________________
Brief message to say: ______________________________________________________________________
AUTOMATIC GIVING PROGRAM - JOIN THE SUSTAINING DONOR SOCIETY
Big Cat Rescue makes it easy and convenient to donate monthly with no worry. You can do this either by
credit card or by direct debit to a checking account for as little as $5/month. For credit card donations, just
fill in the highlighted line on the order form above and provide your credit card information. For checking
account direct debit email finance@bigcatrescue.org, or leave a message for Howard at 813-920-4130.
This is a G-R-R-eat way to spread out your donations and provide steady support that is so meaningful for
the cats.
Big Cat Rescue is a 501 (c)(3) non profit organization, FEID 59-3330495. A COPY OF THE OFFICIAL REGISTRATION AND
FINANCIAL INFORMATION FOR BIG CAT RESCUE CORP., A FL-BASED NONPROFIT CORPORATION (REGISTRATION
NO. CH 11409), MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE DIVISION OF CONSUMER SERVICES BY CALLING TOLL-FREE
1-800-435-7352 WITHIN THE STATE OR BY VISITING www.800helpfla.com. REGISTRATION DOES NOT IMPLY
ENDORSEMENT, APPROVAL, OR RECOMMENDATION BY THE STATE. Big Cat Rescue does not utilize the services of
professional solicitors,100% of all contributions go directly to Big Cat Rescue Corp. The Big Cat Times is published quarterly
Tampa, FL at no charge to our donors. If you have any questions, please email info@BigCatRescue.org or call 813-920-4130.

Special Comment, Request, or Question:

____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
* Personalizations (How you want your name to appear):

___________________________________________

DAY TOUR
Tour Times: Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri 3 PM
Sat & Sun 10 AM & 3 PM
Guided tour of the sanctuary. Learn about the big
cats and the threats they face both in the wild as
well as in captivity. Hear their personal stories of
how they were rescued. Tour is 1.5 hrs. No children
under 10 years of age.
FEEDING TOUR
Tour Times: Wed, Fri, Sat 9 AM
Follow a keeper as they feed the big cats. Observe
the big cats eating and learn about the their
nutritional needs in captivity. Tour is 1 hr. No
children under 10 years of age.
BIG CAT KEEPER TOUR
Tour Times: Sat & Sun 10 AM
This tour takes you behind the scenes. Enjoy
making enrichment (treats and food puzzles) for
the big cats and watch as the keepers hand out
the enrichment you made. You will also observe
operant training sessions with the big cats. Tour is
2 hrs. No children under 10 years of age.
WILD EYES AT NIGHT TOUR
Tour Times: Last Friday of the month Night
Tours are the best way to see the animals come
alive! As you journey through the sanctuary you
will be stalked and pounced at from the shadows!
This is an adventure that’s sure to please! Tour is 1
hr. No children under 10 years of age.
Also offered - WEDDINGS,
PARTIES,
EDUCATIONAL OUTREACHES AND
FIELD TRIPS, VOLUNTEER & INTERN
PROGRAMS AND GIFT CERTIFICATES
Prices and availability for all tours are subject to change.
Visit us online for the most current tour information.
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US CONGRESSMAN ROSS VISITS BCR
We were honored to have a visit from Florida US Representative Dennis Ross
and his staff just before year end. Congressman Ross represents the 15th
District of Florida, a large area just east of Big Cat Rescue. The Congressman
is pictured here with Joseph the lion looking on attentively.
After his visit the Congressman sent us this very nice comment about his visit:
“I had the pleasure of visiting Big Cat Rescue a few weeks ago and appreciated
learning about the challenges big cats face in U.S. captivity and in the wild.
Big Cat Rescue provides
rehabilitation for injured
and abused big cats,
and it was great meeting
their
dedicated
and
passionate staff.”

DR. JIM SANDERSON LECTURES AT BIG CAT RESCUE
After a 20-year career as a top Los Alamos
National Laboratory mathematician, Dr.
Jim Sanderson left his job to study biology
and ecology. He traveled to Chile to study
an endangered cat called the guigna, and
soon he was tracking elusive small cat
species around the world.
Dr. Sanderson, PhD, has become one of
the world’s foremost experts on small
wild felines and founded Small Cat
Conservation Alliance in 1996.
Jim was the first to capture a photo of the
Chinese mountain cat with a camera trap he
had set on the edge of the Tibetan Plateau
in China’s Sichuan Province at an altitude
of 12,300 feet. Images such as this have the
potential to reveal important information
about endangered cats and popularize these
cats as species that need protection.

We thank Congressman
Ross and his staff for
taking time out of their
busy schedules to visit
the cats and learn about
the issues they face.

On January 30th Dr. Sanderson gave his
slide show presentation to a packed house at
the Lion’s Lair Party Pavilion and undoubtedly
inspired the next generation of field researchers
with his stories of how he has worked with local
people to help them come to know and love the
wild cats who live near them. Big Cat Rescue
funded a Fishing Cat project being done by local
researcher, Ashan Thudugla, to protect Fishing
Cats in the wild. Find out more about small cat
conservation at:

BIG CAT RESCUE
GOES GR-R-R-REEN
Big Cat Rescue is committed to protecting
exotic cats from captivity and in the wild
and some may think that
we put cats ahead of
people, but that’s not true.
Protecting habitat where
cats live free is crucial to
saving the planet for all
of us because our forests
are our planet’s lungs.
We have tried to reduce our impact on the
globe by installing two huge solar arrays,
thanks to the help of some wonderful
donors. These solar panels helped us
reduce our dependency on dirty fuels and
are a focal point on tours to get people
thinking about what they can do to walk
more softly on the earth.
This week Arcadia Power made it possible
for Big Cat Rescue to completely switch
to clean energy! It took about 5 minutes,
and will only cost us about $20.00 a month
over our typical electric bill for the entire
sanctuary. (For a regular house, it’s more

SmallWildCats.com

like $7.50 a month over your regular bill)
There was nothing to install, no hassle,
no red tape; just a quick call and a simple
contract that can be freely terminated at
any time (if we want to go back to using
the dirty stuff).

Arcadia Power is the first nationwide
Clean Energy utility option. By partnering
with wind and solar projects, Arcadia
Power provides homes and businesses
with 100% pollution-free energy via local
utilities. Members support their values
through their monthly electricity bills,
decreasing demand for fossil fuels and
helping to grow American jobs. Arcadia
Power partners with sustainability-minded
companies and organizations to combat
climate change and secure a better future
for our planet. To see if it is available to
you visit www.arcadiapower.com and just
type in your zip code to check.

HELP FUND THE FIRST EVER INTERNATIONAL
FISHING CAT CONSERVATION SYMPOSIUM IN NEPAL
Of the 38 species of wild cats, most people cannot name the 31 small cat species. 99%
of the money raised globally for conservation each year goes to the 7 big cat species.
You can help save one of the most interesting small cat species, the fishing cat. This
May, thanks to a matching grant provided by Big Cat Rescue and donations from
small cat lovers like you, Dr. Sanderson will be hosting a meeting geared towards the
conservation of Fishing Cats. Researchers and experts will gather together in Nepal to
discuss key habitat for fishing cats as well as develope an action plan to save them in
the wild.
From now until April 30th your donation will be matched 100% by Big Cat Rescue
until a grand total of $8,000 has been raised.

Donate today at: http://www.razoo.com/story/smallcats
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BIG CAT LASER TREATMENTS
Thanks to K-Laser, many of our big and little cats
have been benefiting from laser therapy. K-Laser
offered the use of one of their state of the art Low
Level Lasers (cold laser) to use on the big cats, free
of charge, on a trial basis. Cold laser therapy uses
light or photon energy to penetrate below the skin
surface causing an increase in cellular metabolism.
Cold laser is used to treat a variety conditions of
the soft tissues and joints from wounds to arthritis.
Some of the cats who received treatments are Little Feather and Raindance the
bobcats, as well as Simba and Jumanji the leopards.
So how do you get a wild cat to sit
still for a laser therapy treatment that
lasts anywhere from a 1-4 minutes?
Meat flavored popsicles of course!
Our wonderful enrichment team
makes special popsicles on a long
stick that keepers use to distract the
cats during treatments. Every cat
blissed out as they lick the popsicle
over and over so much so that they
do not even notice that they are
being treated!

HOW THE BIG CATS CELEBRATE

VALENTINES DAY

Jumanji has a small lick granuloma on his toe. The
area is often red and irritated. We have been using a
combination of laser treatments and enrichment to help
subside his behavior and heal the wound. We are glad
to see the results of these two therapies are working.
Fur is slowly growing back in at the site of the hot spot.
Both Simba and Raindance have chronic
arthritis. They have been receiving regular
laser treatments to help ease this impediment.
It may be working too well as both would rather
jump from their
lower platforms to
the ground rather
than use their
ramps.
Little Feather suffered from a stroke which left her
paralyzed on one of her rear legs. In addition to
not being able to utilize the limb she also sustained
an abrasion on the top of her foot from dragging
it. After a couple of months of laser treatments we
are thrilled to report that not only has the abrasion
healed, but Little Feather is walking much better on
the affected limb.
The cost of this laser is $25,000. At some point
we hope to have one here permanently, but until
then we will get as
much use out of
the borrowed unit
as possible.
From top: Jamie Veronica lasers Simba, Jamie &
Gale Ingham laser Jumanji, Jumanji’s toe, Kathryn
Quaas and Gale laser Simba, Jamie & Gale laser
Little Feather, Little Feather enjoying her popsicle,
Karma Hurworth and Jamie laser Jade
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